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One of the harsh realities of recent academic experience is a decline of 
enrollments in non-technical fields. There are doubtless as many people who 
are innately curious about historical questions as there have been in the 
past. But there are fewer who'feel they can afford to risk indulging their 
inclinations. The problem has become one of survival for many history depart
ments. Two strategies seem to dominate this struggle for survival. Some 
departments elect to go with the market--to find what students are interested 
in and give it to them. Others hope to engineer a return to the halcyon days 
of captive audiences by way of mandatory history requirements. There are 
problems with both strategies, but there are opportunities too, if we 
discover ways to blend the two approaches. 

A simple return to western civilization as it was once taught could be a 
betrayal of advances made over the last few decades in fields like women's 
history. It could become an excuse for once again concentrating exclusively 
on the activities of the white male in the analysis of western institutions. 
It could, where mandated for all students, limit the opportunity for or reduce 
the motivation of students to enroll in special topics courses. Feminists 
have, with good reason, begun to wonder how women's history can be integrated 
into traditional western civilization courses. 1 The question of integration 
may, however, be the wrong one to raise. Integration, if ·successful, might 
win a small share of time devoted to women, their issues, and achievements. 
But something of greater significance could possibly be accomplished by a 
different strategy. 

Women's history can legitimately be promoted as a service to at least 
two kinds of audiences. It is of general interest to both men and women, 
but there is also a sense in which it speaks primarily to females. It can be 
convincingly argued that women's history is not a form of ethnic history2 
(e.g., comparable to Black studies), but it is obvious to any observer that it 
can have similar functions. Like Black studies, women's history can be a 
vehicle for female "consciousness raising"--an inelegant but widely understood 
term for reaching a new level of self-awareness as a member of a group. 
History should be just and balanced in its presentations, but in so far as it 
necessarily invites judgments on the past it is permeated by reform interests. 
Valueless history might be as impossible to achieve as it would be useless to 
possess. History helps people locate themselves in time and space, and it 
provides them with a healthy sense of roots which equips them for change. The 
social concerns of recent decades have alerted historians to the responsibility 
of recovering histories for prev~ously neglected segments of the American 
population. Black history has flourished as a vehicle for developing pride and 
self-respect in Black people. It has assisted them in claiming their rights 
as American citizens. Women may not be an ethnic or a racial group, but 
women's history has often been taught as if they were. 3 And it has helped them 
formulate programs of reform and mobilize for political action. 

But women's history, when taught as "women's" history, often attracts 
only women. It speaks to the oppressed about their self-interest. It is 
sometimes less successful in attracting the attention of the general popula
tion which needs to be mobilized if effective political action is to take 
place. Special interest courses attract special interest groups. They often 
do little more than preach to the converted. Blacks take Black history, and 
women take women's history. There is some value in this, but there are pitfalls 
as well. 
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Special interest courses may create an attitude of "us against them" which 
makes balanced historical judgments difficult. If such courses are the only 
exposure which students have to the field of history, they may leave them ill
equipped to understand and deal with the institutions of modern society. And 
such history may, regrettably, often be bad history. It sometimes degenerates 
into a mere search for the forgotten Blacks or women who equaled the achieve
ments of white males. It can inadvertently perpetuate the old error of 
seeing history as the composite biographies of "great persons." It tends to 
polarize the assignment of credit for events, and it can aspire to the failing 
of "male" history--the writing of history as if the other sex did not exist or 
cooperate.4 This activity may do something to provide emotional recompense to 
women for past slights, but it is not the most valuable service which women's 
history can provide . And it has little to recommend it for inclusion in 
mandatory general education requirements. 

The interests of women must be served by western civilization courses. 
Women now constitute slightly more than 50% of the student population, and that 
alone gives them some claim on the structure of curricula. But history is 
ill-served by attempting to tailor its narratives to the private interests of 
different members of its audience. It does little good to recognize the few 
Hatshepsuts, Artemisias, Isabellas, and Curies of the past. It is little more 
than polite to complete a unit in a course and then pause to "remember the 
ladies." 

It may be misleading to begin to plan a western civilization course by 
wondering how to integrate women's history into it. This approach suggests 
that history is naturally an account of male deeds which can be liberalized by 
the occasional mention of non-male persons. There is a far more fundamental 
issue raised by women's history; it reveals that what women have done in the 
past and do in the present is not unrelated to the activities of men. Each 
gender completes the other.S Changes in the behavior of one sex call forth 
complementary changes in the responsibilities of the other. Men and women 
share a common history, a history of a sex-role system which shapes their 
identities and opportunities. This common past provides a theme for a 
western civilization course which serves some of the legitimate interests of 
women's history without minimizing its effectiveness or claiming undue 
significance. · 

A western civilization course should provide students with _a chronological 
outline of major events in Euro-American his tory. It should ere-ct a reference 
framework for other courses and set a context for bits of information acquired 
through life from all kinds of sources. Bare chronology is unappetizing and 
minimally informative. Both the significance and sequence of events are hard 
to grasp and retain without some thematic scheme which helps the mind to 
organize them. Numerous themes or collections of themes have been used to 
enliven the teaching of western civilization. It has been seen as an unfolding 
function of an institution (e.g., city life). It has been taught as the 
emergence of an ideology (e.g., capitalism or Marxism). It has been traced as 
a natural process (e.g., a Darwinian competition). It has been presented as a 
progressive revelation of divine will (e.g., Augustinian Christianity). It 
could also be explained--at least in part--as the development of a sex-role 
system. 

A western civilization course which raised the issue of sex roles would 
focus in each of its units on the concept of the ideal man and woman wr,ich 
informed the social realities and expectations of each epoch in western history. 
It would concern itself with the divisions of labor between the sexes and with 
the theories which justified those divisions and excused exceptions to them. 
Each civilization has a literature (mythological, religious, and scientific) 
which reveals its preconceptions about men and women . Fascinating things can 
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be learned by tracing the effects of these preconceptions and by studying the 
careers of extraordinary persons who challenged them. 

This approach has the advantage of obvious and equal relevance to both 
males and females in the student audience. Males are not encouraged to feel 
that their time, which could be better spent on other subjects, is being 
sacrificed for lip-service to a vocal interest group. Females are not left 
without points for making personal connections with events. One of the 
difficulties with attempts to "integrate" women's history into western civiliza
tion courses is the impression the task gives of introducing something marginal 
into an already overly burdened program. Feminists can justly counter that 
women's studies are not just for the benefit of women. Anything which is done 
for the liberation of women is also ultimately a contribution to the true 
freedom of men.6 But the way in which women's history materials are sometimes 
packaged and taught obscures that truism. If attention focuses on the problem 
of the oppression and exploitation of women at the hands of men, an adversarial 
relationship is implied.7 The existence of a common system which burdens both 
the male and the female is obscured.S 

The subject of oppression of females will inevitably make males defensive. 
Men should, perhaps, be forced to come to terms with this reaction, but this 
may not be the best place at which to begin the discussion of the problem of 
liberation with college freshmen. Sympathy for issues of female liberation can 
be gained b~ urging males to look at the burdens of their own inherited roles 
and values. Why must men work in the public sphere to justify their lives? 
Why do women, but not men, have the social option of being provided for by the 
labor of another? Why has family law tended to favor the female over the male 
in matters of support and child custody? New depths of awareness can be 
promoted in females by inviting them to examine the responsibilities of lib~ra
tion. The "dominant" sex is not necessarily a gender fulfilled and benefited 
by its privileges. An introductory course which focuses on the features of a 
shared sex-role system provides a departure point for discussions of the future 
in terms of increased options for males and females. It minimizes the tendency 
to see advances for one gender as costs subtracted from the account of the 
other. 

A western civilization course organized around the theme of sex roles 
could be structured in numerous ways. There is no space here to present a 
full proposal. But it is possible to suggest the kinds of questions and 
perspectives which such an approach might provide. 10 First, a unit on pre
history would be essential, and it might have to be expanded beyond its usual 
format.ll The bulk of human experience was acquired before the beginning of 
written records, and civilization begins with roles for males and females 
already firmly entrenched. It is essential that students understand the 
economic survival strategies of prehistoric cultures which provided the 
rationale for the division of labor between the sexes.12 The neolithic 
"revolution" becomes even more revolutionary when its effects on earlier sex 
role patterns are revealed. The t·ransition to civilization is not presented 
unrealistically as a simple triumph of progress, but as a development which 
was costly to an earlier human life-style which had offered its own 
advantages.l3 

The history of the early Near Eastern civilizations raises the still 
relevant issue of the effects of city life on the careers of men and women. 
The distinction between public and private spheres emerges, and the adjustment 
of responsibilities between the family and the state begins. 14 The influence 
of centralization of authority and accountability systems on male-female roles 
can be analyzed. The complexity of class systems as they affect the ability of 
men and women to live out ideal social roles needs to be noted. The problem of 
the orderly transmission of power and property will be seen as a community 
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concern which sometimes overrides traditional sex-role limitations and provides 
special opportunities for the emergence of matriarchy or female leaders. 

Greek history is often taught as the history of a man's world where women 
were confined in a cloistered isolat ion which made them historically insignif
icant. Yet Greek literature has something of a preoccupation with women.l5 
Greek science provides stunning examples of how far rational minds will go to 
provide confirmations for popular assumptions and prejudices.l6 The Greeks 
provide~ an excellent opportunity to discuss the means societies use to keep men 
and women in their respective places. They can, at least tentatively, be 
explored as an example of a culture which sought too much, or too rigid, sex 
role specialization. They provide excellent examples of the strains of sex 
role systems. 17 · It is instructive to try to imagine the state of mind of an 
Athenian woman who was taught to pursue the goal of total social invisibility. 
It is worthwhile wondering how the or dinary man coped with the extraordinary 
demands of polis citizenship for universal competence and the ideals of Homeric 
heroism.l8 

The Roman age brings into focus the probl,em of the relationship between 
the individual human being and large corporate structures. Male roles of 
dominance and self-sufficiency may not have much relevance in a world state in 
which few people have the option of independent initiative or real power.l9 
The distinction between male and female may be less importa~t than other social 
and economic realities. Significant numbers of women occupied pos~tions of 
influence in Roman politics and society, and they raise the question of the 
social forces which drive women out of or admit them to public life.20 The gap 
between realities of life and traditional ideologies does something to explain 
the phenomenal success of the salvation cults of the period. Christianity can 
be explored as a faith which opposes the "female" submis~iveness of the people 
to the male dominance of an omnipotent God--a step toward a universalistic 
faith which strove to look beyond human sex differences.21 

The Middle Ages began with the decline of the state and the revival of the 
family as the source of structure for society.22 The significance of the family 
gave women a greater public presence than they had often enjoyed in classical 
antiquity, and the breakdown of public order during the ages of invasions and 
migrations restored the importance of heroic male roles. The gradual return of 
public authority in the later medieval period encouraged the exclusion of women 
and the pacification of males. The art and literature of the age takes on an 
interesting significance when seen as a commentary on changing sex roles.23 

The Renaissance and Reformation raise the issues of humanism and individ
ualism--intellectual movements which encouraged the discussion of human natu~e 
and rationales for sex roles.24 The demilitarization of kingship may have 
assisted, with other factors, in the promotion of remarkable numbers of women 
to positions of real leadership. Their careers were a challenge to popular 
prejudices about women and to rigid scholarly definitions of the roles for the 
sexes established by God and nature. 

The increasing prominence of women in politics, intellectual circles, and 
economic life which begins with the Renaissance and is assisted by the early 
industrial revolution may have inspired a certain anxiety about maleness during 
the Age of Enlightenment. Feminism begins to emerge as a self-conscious issue, 
and it is effectively countered by a propaganda program for domesticating 
women in male- and child-centered homes. 25 The modern period is replete with 
themes illustrating the polarization of the sexes, concern about masculinity, 
and debate over the nature of "true" femininity. The military and economic 
adventures of the recent past take on new meaning for students when their 
effects on these issues are considered. The literature of the modern age also 
falls handily into a framework of commentaries on sex roles. 
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In short, a course on western civilization organized around the theme of 
sex roles offers a number of advantages. It gives the instructor an opportunity 
to look at ·old material from a new perspective and to be refreshed by the 
discovery of new connections and meanings. It provides students with a new 
motive for interest in the course. By discussing the history of the roles they 
have inherited and now live the problem of relevance is at least partially 
solved. Moribund western civilization courses can be revivified by the energy 
and resources of new research in women's history. And the reintroduction of 
western civilization courses to curricula from which they have been absent can 
be experienced, not as a return to a dated idea, but as an advance which builds 
upon the sensitivities and insights of recent decades. The result might be a 
course which has the felicitous qualities of attractiveness to students, 
coherent content, and integrity to the traditional goals of liberal education. 
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